“I have diabetes and this event was very helpful as it made me learn more about my condition and my symptoms.”

**Meet the E-board!**

President: Brenna Reilly-Evans  
Vice President: Amanda Hutchinson  
Secretary: Lily Chanthasak  
Treasurer: Lauren Flood  
Treasurer-Elect: Alyssa Soares  
MSHP representative: Martina Isshak  
Policy Advocacy Chair: Rima Patel  
Public Relations: Abigail Hoffman  
Events Coordinator: Nima Vahadji  
ACPO representative: Josh Nguyen

**Pharmacy Carnival**

This event consisted of multiple clubs meeting at Copley Square and presenting the purpose of their organization. Over 15 pharmacy organizations came and each club had a presentation of their organization and what it consists of. The activities that were presented were all related to the theme of each organization, most of them were pharmacy related. For example, there was an activity such as a jeopardy about pharmacy and certain medications. This pharmacy carnival served as community outreach, where people from all over the city came and interacted with the pharmacy students. Overall, multiple people said this event was helpful and it gave them more knowledge and insight about multiple disease states and their symptoms.
“The best way to involve our new class in ASHP is to explain to them what we are all about”

1st General Meeting- “All About ASHP”
Our advisors explained to the incoming class about ASHP, MSHP, and the perks of being a member of both these organizations.

2019 Fall Resource Fair
Many of our 1st year students had the chance to learn about our organization, sign up for a MSHP membership, and enter a raffle!
“Getting involved in student organizations allowed me to meet so many new people from all over the country”

**RxPO**

The annual RxPO fair occurred on September 9th. This brought together all of the pharmacy organizations on campus and allowed new students as well as returning ones to sign up and get involved. The event started off with a panel consisting of every student organization president. They spoke about leadership and how getting involved in pharmacy organizations helped shape their development and career goals.

**Making Strides Breast Cancer Walk**

NUSHP volunteered again this year at the Making Strides Breast Cancer Walk where we manned a water table and got to cheer on everyone who was walking. We got to make sure everyone stayed hydrated, including lots of furry four legged walkers as well!
Membership Recruitment

September was dedicated to membership recruitment in our chapter. Our target this year was to reach out to as many students as possible. We had a table at the College of Pharmacy Student activity fair and also at the Undergraduate activity fair. 45 students signed our interest list and we are currently following up to finalize registration. Our officers have been working on increasing interest in ASHP-SSHP through educational publicity on our new Instagram account (@wneuashpsshp)

Preparation for ASHP Clinical Skills Competition

We have announced registration for our local ASHP CSC which will be held on October 19th 2019

We also had an information session on September 27th to share more details about the competition.

Meet our E-board (2019-2020)

This year we are initiating new outreach programs for our chapter.
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Applications for Chairs and Co-chairs were open to students. Below are the chairs and co-chairs for this academic year.

Student Liaison - Bethany Brown
Opiates committee Chair - Allie McMillen
Health fair chair - Laura DiVirgilio
Tar wars chair - Oguzhan Ibic

Opiates committee co-chair - Joe Polidoro
Health fair co-chair - Michela Kehsay
Tar wars co-chair - Leah Sokolov
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